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The Practicality of Art
by Joseph Asterita

Residents living in the cottages above the Saturdays in Saxapahaw venue, 
have frequently been called on for help when guests leave the small upper 
parking lot (the one with the bandstand). Drivers make a sharp left turn onto 
Bethlehem Church Road failing to see the steep curb drop off and damaging 
their cars or getting stuck. Village resident, Kyle Decker, has come to the 
rescue of many a driver, so he decided to do something about it. With 
approval from the Rivermill Village, he began planning an exit sign directing 
drivers to turn right toward the proper exit.  In keeping with the creative 
nature of the village, he wanted more than a sign and declared, “It has to be 
a work of art.”  So, he sponsored mosaic artist, Evelyn (Evie) Crews, and 
metal fabrication artist, Joseph Pio Asterita, who in collaboration created the 
exit sign above.

Treasures in the Village: 
Find them All! 
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The Practicality of Art 
Function meets form in a 
beautiful way
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Magic at Work in Saxapahaw 
The magic of this little town 
reveals itself in little ways
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Magic at Work in Saxapahaw
by Margaret Martin

In the Saxapahaw Current Winter 2018 issue (www.saxapahawnc.com), local 
metal fabrication artist, Joseph Asterita, described Ley lines in and around 
Saxapahaw. He explained that Ley lines are similar to our own nervous 
system that provides energy to body parts/functions. Ley lines have an 
inherent magnetic quality that connects earthly energy points. It is as though 
magic is at work fostering community energy and a sense creativity in the air.

North Carolina-born legendary writer Joseph Mitchell (Joe Gould’s Secret and 
Up in the Old Hotel) understood there is a time and a place for everything. 
Familiar or new, an invisible current carries our interactions, however 
fleeting. Mitchell understood there is a fine discipline of days as we know our 
seasonal place in and of the world. Each artist, craftsman, child shows us the 
beauty that is to be seen. Patterns and angles structure the design of our lives: 
curvature, flow, texture, rhythm, haze, the clarity of horizon and reflection.

So it is in Saxapahaw. We know that the world reveals itself to us through our 
story, that we are the process through which our story unfolds and 
connections reveal themselves. In this issue we introduce you to evidence of 
what Mitchell calls “power of creativity” along our roads and in the village 
center.

Using finely cut ceramics, Evie created this artistic multicolored sign directing 
drivers to the safe exit, while Joseph designed and built the two-sided stainless steel 
hexagonal frame replete with a Seed of Life metal sculpture, that faces the road. 

Writers wanted
Look around you. What aspects of the village encourage / inspire 
you to do something? It could be a photo, a poem, a painting, an 
apple pie or a walk around the pollinator garden. Tell us about it 

and we’ll share it in our next issue. Send your contribution 
(max 200 words) to saxapahawcurrent@gmail.com 

Positive people and ideas most welcome.
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Want to know what’s going on in the village? go 
to: www.saxapahawnc.com

We are so happy to welcome a number of 
community writers to this issue. As an 
independent self-reporting newsletter, we couldn’t 
do it without them. In this issue, Joseph Asterita, 
Margaret Martin, Linda Pucci, Orin Shepherd, 
Charlotte Thompson, Bill Traynor… Also a shout 
out for Deborah Perotti who faithfully delivers 
the Saxapahaw Current to residents in the 
Rivermill Apartments.

Garden Shed
By Linda Pucci

The empty corner had irritated me since I established the garden, years before. It sloped so 
that run-off kept it muddy. I’d had a passing fancy about a garden shed, but nothing had 
come of it. On that May day, I awoke with the sense of a soul memory that had come to me 
like a wind. It was a clear image of a shed, situated in the ignored northeast corner of the 
garden with an open view of the vegetable garden, meadow and forest beyond. A kind of 
allure swept over me as I sketched and calculated. Momentum kept me focused with 
anticipation, as I drew pictures and made adjustment. A feeling of excitement tingled just 
under my skin all day.

I ran into Ethan and presented my idea. My excitement was contagious. A broad smile 
spread across his young face as he questioned me closely.  That night, I fine-tuned the sketch 
and added details and the next day, showed him a model that I had constructed. He walked 
the space, measured, pondered the landscape and asked “When do you want to start?” 
“Tomorrow.” I replied. So, it began.  A kind of electric magic hung in the air as the little shed 
came to life. Posts up, concrete poured, framing completed, flooring in, walls, windows and 
roof in that order. A gifted weather vane and stone patio, were the “icing on the cake”.

A week later, as I sat rocking quietly in my shed - vegetable garden showing signs of life, 
meadow swaying in the breeze and forest nodding its approval, a memory exploded upon 
my consciousness.  It was of Joseph and Tonya, dowsing rods in hands, commenting on the 
strength of the energy and telling me how this very ley line, there on my property, crossed 
the islands on the Haw, passed through the ballroom, and the meadow, to ultimately 
intersect with the Sax Ley Line which in turn crosses the continent to California. Suddenly, I 
realized that the little shed was one of many projects supported and furthered by the energy 
inherent in ley lines.

SaxapaHolla!
Got a story? A joke? A poem? A song? Some wisdom to share? 
“Saxapaholla!" is where Neighbors and Friends can hear and 
be heard! Keep an eye for our next event and check out photos 
from past Saxapahollas on the NeighborUp Southern 
Alamance page on Facebook.

Saxy Sam has been staying close to home lately. If you’re on the Eddy Pub 
patio, or outside at the General Store, you just might see him peek out of 
his hole across the road.

Treasures in the Village: Can You Find Them?
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